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Abstract

Rip currents are shore-normal, narrow, seaward-flowing currents that originate within surf zone, extend seaward of the breaking region (rip

head), and can obtain relatively high velocities. Within the last decade, there have been a significant number of laboratory and field observations

within rip current systems. An overview of rip current kinematics based on these observations and the scientific advances obtained from these

efforts are synthesized. Rip current flows are partitioned into mean, infragravity, very low frequency (vorticity), and tidal contributions, and it is

found that each contributes significantly to the total. Data from the laboratory and the field suggest that the rip current strength increases with

increasing wave energy and decreasing water depths. The maximum mean current occurs inside the surf zone, where the maximum forcing is

present owing to the dissipation of waves.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. The formation of a rip current

Rip currents are approximately shore-normal, seaward-

directed jets that originate within the surf zone and broaden

outside the breaking region (Figs. 1 and 2). There are weaker

and broader onshore directed flows in the region neighboring

the rip current, contributing to the alongshore directed feeder

currents that converge to the rip current (Figs. 1 and 2). Early

studies obtained crude estimates of rip current velocities, which

include 0–2 Knots (0–1 m/s) (Shepard and Inman, 1950), 50

cm/s (Sonu, 1972), 30 cm/s (Huntley et al., 1988), and 70 cm/s

(Short and Hogan, 1994). Mega-rips are generally observed on

embayed beaches with suggested velocities exceeding 2 m/s

(Short, 1999), but there are no in situ field measurements of

mega-rips. Rip currents shape the sandy shoreline and may be

important for transporting sediments offshore (Cooke, 1970;

Komar, 1971; Short, 1999). Rip currents account for more than

80% of lifeguard rescue efforts, and are the number one natural

hazard in the state of Florida. More people fall victim to rip
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currents in Florida, than to lighting, hurricanes, and tornadoes

(Luschine, 1991; Lascody, 1998).

1.1. Theory of rip currents

The first attempt to explain rip currents was based on the

kinematic argument that the onshore mass transport by waves

over an alongshore bar most efficiently exits through a rip

channel to form a rip current (Munk, 1949a,b) and more

recently by Aagaard et al. (1997) and Brander and Short

(2001). Although obviously mass must be conserved, Kennedy

and Thomas (2004) argue that as the spacing between rip

currents extends to infinity, the flow through the rip channel

would also have to tend to infinity, which obviously does not

happen. Svendsen et al. (2000) numerically found that the total

transport through the rip channel does not depend on the

spacing of the rip channels, and preliminary analysis from the

Nearshore Canyon Experiment (NCEX) supports this (Mac-

Mahan et al., submitted for publication).

All dynamical models of rip currents are forced by

alongshore variations of wave height that result in along-

shore variations in wave-induced momentum flux, termed

radiation stress by Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964). A

convenient starting point is the depth-integrated, horizontal
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Fig. 1. A schematic of a rip current similar to the classical definition by Shepard et al. (1941).
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momentum balance equations that are averaged over many

wave groups representing stationary wave conditions (see

Phillips, 1977)

d

dxj
ŨU iM̃M j þ Sij
� �

¼ � qg hþ ḡð Þ dḡ
dxi

þ Ri; ð1Þ

where i, j =1,2, and M̃j is the total mean momentum flux per

unit area, Ũi is the depth averaged velocity
�
ŨU i ¼ M̃M i

q hþḡð Þ
�
,

Sij are the radiation stresses, g¯ is the mean water level and

h the still water depth, and Ri are the stresses. Considering

the cross-shore (x) momentum balance equation, and

assuming the waves are normally incident and bottom

contours straight and parallel, changes in cross-shore
Fig. 2. A snap shot of a rip current in Monterey Bay, CA. The rip current is the dark

breaking within the deeper rip channel, where bubbles are advected seaward.
radiation stress, Sxx, are balanced by the hydrostatic pressure

gradient,

dSxx

dx
¼ � qg hþ ḡð Þ dḡ

dx
; ð2Þ

where q is the density of seawater and g is the gravitational

acceleration. Applying linear wave theory in shallow water,

Sxx =(3 /2)E, where E is wave energy, results in wave set-

down outside the surf zone as the wave energy increases due

to shoaling, and set-up inside the surf zone as the waves

break and the energy decreases (see for example Bowen,

1969). The vertical imbalance between the cross-shore

pressure gradient and wave forcing produces an offshore
patch. There is intense wave breaking on both sides of the rip currents with little
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return flow within the surfzone between the bed and the

trough (Dyhr-Nielsen and Sorensen, 1970) that often is

referred to as undertow.

In the three-dimensional case of alongshore variations in

wave height of normally incident waves on an alongshore

uniform beach, the larger waves generate larger set-down/up,

which creates alongshore pressure gradients both outside and

inside the surf zone. Considering the alongshore ( y) momen-

tum equation, forcing is given by

Fy ¼ � dSyy

dy
� qg hþ ḡð Þ dḡ

dy
; ð3Þ

where Syy =E / 2 in shallow water. Outside the surf zone the

alongshore pressure gradient is balanced by the alongshore

gradient in radiation stress. However, inside the surf zone, the

gradients in the alongshore radiation stress and pressure act

together to produce a flow of water from the regions of high

waves to the regions of low waves. Approximating wave

breaking as proportional to the total depth of water H =c(h +g
¯
),

and E =1 /8qgH2, the alongshore momentum balance in the

surfzone is given by:

Fy ¼ � 1

8
qgc2 hþ ḡð Þ d hþ ḡð Þ

dy
� qg hþ ḡð Þ dḡ

dy
: ð4Þ

Now considering the case of a nominally 1m deep rip

channel incised into a low tide terrace bar at 200 m intervals,

i.e., yh
yy ¼ O 0:01ð Þ. Owing to the combined bottom and rip-

current refraction the shear component of the radiation stress,
ySxy
yx , is assumed to be small relative to the other terms

considered here (Haller et al., 2002). In that case, the

alongshore radiation stress forcing term is of the same

magnitude and direction as the alongshore pressure gradient.

The result is convergence of longshore currents within the surf

zone to the region of low waves, where the flow exits the surf

zone as a confined rip current (Fig. 1). This was first explained

by Bowen (1969) and illuminated by Battjes (1988).

An alternative approach in examining the dynamics is to use

the vorticity equation, which is obtained by cross-differentiat-

ing the horizontal momentum equations to eliminate the

pressure gradients in horizontal directions. Here the circulation

is maintained by the torque that is generated by the radiation

stress gradients, particularly in the alongshore direction inside

the surf zone (Bowen, 1969; Oh and Dean, 1996). Arthur

(1962), considering only the nonlinear terms in the vorticity

equation, argued that in the absence of friction, the potential

vorticity is conserved along a stream line. As the rip current

moves offshore into deeper water, the streamlines move closer

together creating a stronger and narrower current, which

explains why even when a rip channel occurs over a gentle

alongshore depression, the offshore jet is well confined. This

approach is conceptually elaborated upon by Peregrine (1998)

and Kennedy and Thomas (2004).

Rip spacing is often observed to be quasi-periodic at O(100

m), motivating modelling efforts to find and impose alongshore

perturbations on this scale. Mechanisms used to explain

alongshore variations in wave height can either be wave–
wave interactions (such as edge waves and incident waves

(Bowen and Inman, 1969)), or imposed perturbations either on

wave height directly, or on bathymetry, that results in variations

in wave height owing to shoaling, refraction and breaking

(Dalrymple, 1975).

Starting with models on alongshore homogeneous beaches,

Dalrymple and Lozano (1978) imposed alongshore wave

height variations to show that refraction by the outgoing rip

current causes the waves to impinge on the beach obliquely,

generating convergent longshore currents, which then flow

offshore as a rip current. The result is a self-sustaining rip

current, although the initial perturbation on the wave heights

is not addressed. Alongshore variations of wave height can

also be the result of wave–wave interactions. Bowen and

Inman (1969) demonstrated that incident wave interactions

with synchronous standing edge waves can lead to alongshore

variation of incident waves at the scale of the edge waves.

However, the edge wave spacing is generally too short for

observations of rip current spacing. Symonds and Ranasinghe

(2000) considered the interaction of wave groups and edge

waves, which provides a much longer spacing, more in line

with field observations. Fowler and Dalrymple (1990) and

Fowler (1991) showed that wave groups composed of two

wave trains at slightly different frequencies and incident at

angles, h, from opposing quadrants result in a spatially

varying wave energy pattern, where the alongshore length

scale is determined by the alongshore wave number difference

between the two wave trains, Dky=k1sinh1�k2sinh2, and the

timescale is determined by their difference frequency,

Df = f1� f2. When the waves break, the changes in radiation

stresses generate slowly migrating rip currents traveling

alongshore at C ¼ Df

Dky
. For the special case of the wave

trains having the same frequency, the circulation pattern is

stationary (Dalrymple, 1975). The alongshore length scale of

the Dky can be comparable to observed rip current spacing.

Ryrie (1983) considered a single wave group with limited,

sharp peaked, alongshore dimension. The resulting variations

in radiation stresses generate both transients and a steady

circulation cell, which is left behind after the wave group

has dissipated due to wave breaking and the transient

motions dispersed. The circulation has a very low frequency

signal as it is slowly dissipated by friction. A wave group in

nature is not sharp peaked, but typically varies smoothly,

which results in the generation of two circulation cells of

opposite vorticity (Peregrine, 1998; Buhler and Jacobson,

2001).

Reniers et al. (2004) generalized the hydrodynamic response

to wave group forcing by considering the evolution of

temporally and spatially varying wave group energy owing to

an incident directional short-wave spectrum forcing low

frequency motions. The model resolves the time dependence

of the wave group energy, which appears as random ‘‘blobs’’ of

energy (Fig. 3), representing the stochastic nature of wave

groups. When adjacent pairs of wave groups offset in time and

space enter the surf zone, the interaction of the generated

vortices can lead to narrow, offshore-directed, quasi steady

flows. Over an alongshore homogeneous bathymetry, the



Fig. 3. Left panel: Snap shots of spatially modulated wave group energy incident on a single-barred, alongshore uniform beach (shoreline at left). Right panel: Snap

shot of corresponding very low frequency, f <0.004 Hz, velocity and vorticity field.

Fig. 4. Model predicted average alongshore spacing between rip channels (dots

as a function of directional spreading (DSPR) for one-meter wave height with

mean wave direction normal to shore. The bars indicate the standard deviation

of an ensemble of 8 simulations. Corresponding alongshore length scales o

incident wave groups (triangles) and quasi-steady circulations (squares)

Reproduced from Reniers et al. (2004) with permission from the American

Geophysical Union.
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circulation cells, in general, propagate slowly alongshore,

simulating migrating rip currents.

Rip currents are most often observed to occur when the

waves approach at near normal incidence and where there are

alongshore variations in bathymetry with the alongshore sand

bar incised by rip channels. Bowen (1969) was the first to

show that alongshore perturbations in bathymetry result in

alongshore variations in wave height, which generate rip

currents. A number of models have followed with various

refinements, which include improved nonlinear bottom shear

stress and turbulent momentum mixing (e.g., Noda, 1974;

Dalrymple et al., 1977; Mei and Liu, 1977; Ebersole and

Dalrymple, 1980; Wu and Liu, 1985, and others). More

recent models, although forced by monochromatic waves,

allow for time dependence, include nonlinear Boussinesq

waves in which wave–current interaction is incorporated

(Sorensen et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999), and have a quasi-

3D formulation (Haas et al., 2003). Wave–current interaction

is included by Yu and Slinn (2003), who find that the rip

current produces a negative feedback on the wave forcing to

reduce the strength and offshore extent of the flow. Complex

flow patterns result with instabilities formed at the feeder

currents with the unsteady rip flow characterized by vortex

shedding.

1.2. Morphodynamics

Morphodynamic models attempt to answer why the quasi-

periodic alongshore perturbations in the bathymetry, usually

identified as rip channels, occur at the observed alongshore

spacing O(100 m). Morphodynamic models can be categorized

as forced or free (also referred to as (in)stability, Dodd et al.

(2003) or self-organized Blondeaux (2001). Only models that

incorporate normally incident mean wave direction, conducive

to the development and maintenance of rip currents, are

considered here. In forced process models, the three-dimen-

sional pattern of the hydrodynamics imposes a similar pattern
on the morphology (sometimes referred to as a template model

(Holman, 2000)), and there is no feedback between the

morphology and the hydrodynamics. Edge waves with

comparable alongshore length scales to observed rip channel

spacing have been used to force these models (Bowen and

Inman, 1969; Holman and Bowen, 1982). The edge wave

models require energy focused at a single dominant frequency.

However, measurements show that edge waves are generally

broad-banded without a dominant frequency (see e.g., Sallen-

ger and Holman, 1987).

Morphodynamic stability models were reviewed by Dodd et

al. (2003) and discussed in particular in relation to crescentic

bars by Van Enckevort et al. (2004). These models allow for a

positive feedback between the hydrodynamics and the sedi-

ment transport forming the morphology, in which the morpho-

dynamic response does not mirror the hydrodynamic forcing.
)

f

.
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The hydrodynamics are generally described by simplified

depth-integrated conservation equations for mass and momen-

tum, with sediment transport and morphology components.

Starting from an alongshore-uniform equilibrium profile state,

the time development of periodic perturbations superimposed

on the morphology at varying alongshore length scale is

examined. The problem is linearized by assuming small

perturbations. If there is a positive feedback, the perturbation

on the morphology can grow. The growth rate rates are solved

for various alongshore length scales of the perturbation, and it

is assumed the wave-length associated with the fastest growing

mode corresponds to the rip channel spacing. Since a single

mode is obtained, the resulting morphology is necessarily

periodic, and since the problem is limited to small perturba-

tions, only the initial growth of the perturbations can be

examined. Hino (1974) was the first to utilize linear stability

analysis and found that the alongshore scale of the rip channels
Table 1

Field observations of rip currents

Location Reference Instrumentation

LaJolla, CA Shepard, 1936; Shepard

et al., 1941; Shepard

and Inman, 1950

Visual observations, wa

machine, tidal elevation

tsunami recorders, drifte

pressure sensors

LaJolla, CA;

Torrey Pines, CA

Inman and Quinn, 1952 Visual observations,

drifters

New South Wales, AU McKenzie, 1958 Visual

Sea Grove, FL Sonu, 1972 Neutrally buoyant drifte

balls, bi-directional duc

current meters, resistanc

wires, tethered camera

balloon and dye,

stilling wells

Ajigura Beach, Japan Sasaki and Horikawa,

1975, 1978

Video and floats

Herzliya Beach, Israel Bowman et al.,

1988a,b

2 bidirectional ems

Kingston, Jamaica Huntley et al., 1988 Dye tracking

LaJolla, CA Smith and Largier,

1995

Phase-Doppler array,

CTDw/OBS

Skallingen, Denmark Aagaard et al., 1997 6 bi-directional current

meters, 9 optical backsc

sensors, 1 pressure sens

Palm Beach, AU Brander, 1999;

Brander and Short, 2001

5 co-located duct-curren

meters and pressure

sensors, dye

Muriwai Beach, NZL Brander and Short, 2000 3 co-located duct-curren

meters and pressure

sensors, Lagrangian

measurements of swimm

LaJolla, CA Vagle et al., 2001 Horizontal Doppler son

Monterey, CA MacMahan et al.,

2004a,b, 2005

Arrays of electromagne

current meters, pressure

sensors, ADCP

Moreton Island, AU Callaghan et al., 2004 3 ADCPs, stilling wells

LaJolla, CA Schmidt et al., 2003,

in press

GPS drifters

Torrey Pines, CA MacMahan et al.,

submitted for publication

Arrays of electromagne

current meters, pressure

sensors, ADCP
was approximately four times the width of the bar crest to

shoreline. This earlier work was revisited by Falques et al.

(2000) for waves normally incident on an initially planar beach

and by Deigaard et al. (1999) for an initially alongshore

uniform barred-beach. The rip spacing is found to be related to

the surf zone width.

Nonlinear stability analysis allows finite perturbations, and

the final amplitude of the perturbations can be solved.

Nonlinear solutions may contain multiple modes such that

the resulting spacing is quasi-periodic resembling nature.

Damgaard et al. (2002) employed a nonlinear hydrodynamical

flow model coupled to sediment transport and morphology

forced by normally incident monochromatic waves with a

stochastic perturbation on bathymetry, and found that the rip

channel spacing did not depend on wave height, but did depend

of the width of the bar crest to shoreline as found earlier by

Hino (1974) and Deigaard et al. (1999).
Duration Survey tech. Offshore wave

observation

ve

,

rs,

8 total days Swimmer height and

wire sounding

Pressure

35 total days Not available Visual

Months Visual None

r

ted

e

3 days Rod and level (swimmer) None

4 days Soundings Directional

16 total days Rod and level (swimmer) Waverider

(33 km away)

3 day Rod and level (swimmer) Pressure

5 days None Pressure

atter

or

14 days Rod and level echosounder Pressure

t 7 days, 3 days Total station None

t

ers

2 days Total station None

ars 7 days None Pressure

tic 44 days Personal watercraft Directional

wave buoy

3 days Rod and level None

2 days Personal watercraft Pressure

tic 20 days Personal watercraft Directional

ADCP



Table 2

Field results of rip currents

Location Reference Results

LaJolla, CA Shepard, 1936;

Shepard et al.,

1941; Shepard

and Inman, 1950

Classical description, visual

identification, bathymetric and

shoreline relations, qualitative tidal

and wave influences, qualitative

ripcurrent pulsations

LaJolla, CA;

Torrey Pines,

CA

Inman and Quinn,

1952

Qualitative vertical and horizontal

flow structure by drogues

New South

Wales, AU

McKenzie, 1958 Qualitative assessment of rip

current spacing versus wave

energy

Sea Grove, FL Sonu, 1972 Flow characteristics, attempt to

measure pressure gradients, vertical

flow structure, suggested surf beat

rip current pulsations, discussed

tidal effects

Ajigura Beach,

Japan

Sasaki and

Horikawa,

1975, 1978

Flow observations

Herzliya Beach,

Israel

Bowman et al.,

1988a,b

Observations of rip current flow

direction, pulsations, sediment

patterns

Kingston,

Jamaica

Huntley et al.,

1988

Qualitative description of rip

flow pattern

LaJolla, CA Smith and Largier,

1995

Quantitative measurements of

episodic pulsations and vortex

movement outside the breaker

region

Skallingen,

Denmark

Aagaard et al.,

1997

Sediment flux estimates,

tidal modulation, mass transport

conceptual model

Palm Beach, AU Brander, 1999;

Brander and

Short, 2001

Tidal modulations,

morphodynamic descriptions,

sediment flux, very low

frequency motions, wave

parameter and mass transport

conceptual model

Muriwai Beach,

NZL

Brander and Short,

2000

Observations of tidal modulation

and morphodynamics

LaJolla, CA Vagle et al., 2001 Distribution and advection of

bubbles in a rip current system

Monterey, CA MacMahan et al.,

2004a,b, 2005

Theoretical validation of

infragravity rip current pulsations,

conceptual model of rip current

VLFs, tidal modulation,

dimensionless relationships,

morphodynamics

Moreton Island,

AU

Callaghan et al.,

2004

Pressure gradient, modulations

of rip current

LaJolla, CA Schmidt et al.,

2003

Observations of bathymetrically-

influenced rip current eddy

Torrey Pines, CA MacMahan et al.,

2005, submitted

for publication

Cross- and alongshore distribution

of waves and currents for a weak

rip current
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All previous dynamic and morphodynamic rip current

models employed monochromatic waves. Reniers et al.

(2004) coupled their nonlinear, shallow water, flow model to

sediment transport and morphology components, and forced

the model by wave groups obtained from a directional

spectrum with a mean wave angle normal to shore. The wave

groups generate gradients in radiation stress and pressure that

force low frequency vortices (Fig. 3). The low frequency

vortices perturb the initially alongshore uniform barred beach

at the length scale of the groups. The vortices become coupled

to the morphology as perturbations grow into rip channels

owing to a positive feedback by the morphology on the

hydrodynamics. The resulting rip channel spacing is random,

but with a mean alongshore length scale similar to observations

and at the same mean alongshore length scale of the wave

groups (Fig. 4). The alongshore length scale of the wave

groups is shown to be proportional to the directional spreading

of the short waves and is related to the wave energy.

Interestingly, infragravity waves (including edge waves) had

little affect on the morphology except to smooth the

bathymetry. Owing to the nonlinearities and broadband forcing

of the model, the model appears to possess the characteristics

of both forcing and self-organization.

In summary, all morphodynamic models, whether linear or

nonlinear stability models, or nonlinear morphodynamic

models forced by monochromatic waves or a directional

spectrum, give rip channel spacing that is O(100 m) as

observed in nature. Thus, it is difficult to discriminate the

generation mechanism for rip channels.

2. Rip current observations

Most field observations of rip currents have been coupled

to the underlying beach morphology (Shepard et al., 1941;

Aagaard et al., 1997; Short, 1999; Brander and Short, 2001;

MacMahan et al., 2005; amongst others). Rip current

morphology generally consists of a feeder channel that is

parallel to the shoreline, which converges to a deeper rip

channel that is oriented in an approximate shore-normal

direction. The rip channel can be an incised channel within

a shore-connected shoal (transverse bar) or cuts through an

alongshore bar. There have been attempts to measure the

alongshore pressure gradients within the field using different

stilling well designs (Sonu, 1972; Nielsen et al., 2001;

Callaghan et al., 2004). These efforts have so far eluded a

clear and accurate conclusion.

Within the last decade, there have been an increasing

number of field experiments involving rip currents, which has

lead to advances in our understanding of these systems. There

have been 7 experiments (Seagrove, FL; Monterey, CA;

LaJolla, CA; Torrey Pines, CA) in the USA (Sonu, 1972;

Smith and Largier, 1995; Schmidt et al., in press; MacMahan

et al., 2005, submitted for publication), 1 experiment in

Denmark (Aagaard et al., 1997), 3 in Australia (Gold Coast,

Moreton Island, and Palm Beach) (Brander and Short, 2000;

Johnson and Pattiaratchi, 2004; Callaghan et al., 2004), 1 in

New Zealand (Muriwai) (Brander, 1999), and 1 in Israel
(Bowman et al., 1988a,b). The field observations varied from

a few fortuitously located instruments to comprehensive

efforts to instrument a rip current system. A summary of

the rip current field attempts is outlined in Table 1. Durations

of rip current experiments have ranged from hours to several

weeks.



Fig. 5. Cross shore profiles across the bar (solid lines) and through the rip channel (dashed lines) of a) Hrms b) ḡ, and c) depth. Reproduced from Haller et al. (1997)

with permission from the American Society of Civil Engineers.
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Complete rip current experiments require three types of

measurements, assuming the conditions exist for the generation

of rip currents; 1) comprehensive velocity measurements

within the rip channel and neighboring shoal, 2) accurate

measure of the bathymetry, and 3) offshore directional wave

measurements. Considerable difficulties are encountered in

simultaneously obtaining all three of these measurements and,

as a consequence, our understanding of rip currents has

developed in a piecewise manner (Table 2). A chronological

outline of results is presented in Table 2. Early qualitative

observations suggested that the rip currents were coupled to the

morphology, the rip currents pulsated, and the velocities

increased with increasing wave height (Shepard, 1936; Shepard

et al., 1941; Shepard and Inman, 1950; McKenzie, 1958;

Bowman et al., 1988a,b). Recent studies have increased both

spatial and temporal resolution of the observations and with

greater accuracies, which have quantified earlier qualitative

assessments. In addition, observations have been theoretically

defined in greater detail.
Fig. 6. Depth-averaged velocities from the same laboratory setting as in Fig. 5.

Vector at upper left represents 10 cm/s; MWL at the shoreline is shown as a

dotted line. Reproduced from Haller et al. (2002) with permission from the

American Geophysical Union.
In addition to the field observations, there have been a

number of recent laboratory experiments that have been used

for theoretical verification and for interpretation of field

measurements (Hamm, 1992; Oh and Dean, 1996; Haller et

al., 1997; Dronen et al., 2002; Haller and Dalrymple, 2001;

Haller et al., 2002; Haas and Svendsen, 2002; Kennedy and

Thomas, 2004). Most field observations of rip currents are

associated with incised rip channels in shore-connected shoals

or depressions on near-planar beaches, while, with the

exception of Hamm (1992), all laboratory measurements have

been with an alongshore bar-trough beach cut by a rip channel.

A comprehensive description of rip currents was obtained in

the laboratory with a longshore bar-trough beach incised by rip

channels (lower panel, Fig. 5) (Haller et al., 2002). Waves are

dissipated over the bar, while the waves in the rip channel are

larger owing to wave–current interaction, and dissipated closer

to shore (upper panel, Fig. 5). Wave set-up over the bar profile

is larger than within the rip channel (middle panel, Fig. 5), and

the resulting pressure gradients drive currents alongshore that

converge to the region of lower set-up (the rip channel)

generating a rip current (Fig. 6).

The combined results for field and laboratory measurements

are described in the following.

3. Rip current flow

Rip current flows are forced by the incoming wave energy,

and influenced by tidal elevation and the shape of the mor-

phology. Hourly mean flows for various beaches have been

tabulated (Table 3). The mean velocities are often small, yet the

maximum values can be large. For example, the mean rip

current velocities were O(0.3) m/s during RIPEX (RIP current

EXperiment) for a wide range of wave conditions, with

maximum hourly mean rip current velocities approaching



Table 3

Field characteristics of rip currents (* estimated to MSL), where Ur is the rip current cross-shore velocity, Umax is the maximum documented rip current velocity, kr is

the rip channel spacing, wr is the rip channel width, hr* is the rip channel depth, hb* is the bar height, Hmo is significant wave height, Tp is the peak wave period, and

D50 is the median sediment size

Location Ur (m/s) Umax (m/s) kr (m) wr (m) hr* (m) hb* (m) Hmo (m) Tp (s) D50 (mm)

Skallingen, NED 0.3 1.7 90 150 1.25 1 0.8 8 0.25

Palm Beach, AUS 0.4 2 200 60 1.8 1 0.75 10 0.35

Muriwai, NZL 0.65 2 500 150 1.5 1 1.5 14 0.25

Moreton Island, AUS 0.4 1 300 35 1.4 1 0.5 10 0.2

Torrey Pines, CA, USA 0.2 1 300 100 1.25 1 0.5 12 0.1

Monterey, CA, USA 0.3 2 125 60 1.5 1 1.5 12 0.35

SeaGrove, FL, USA 0.35 1.25 60 30 0.8 0.3 0.5 8 0.3
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1 m/s, during an extreme storm, Hmo>3 m. Yet the one-minute

averaged velocities approach 2 m/s. The variation in water level

owing to the tide can also vary the flow velocity significantly

over the course of a few hours (Shepard and Inman, 1950;

Brander and Short, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2005). These results

suggest the mean velocities are low with only maxima reaching

O(>1 m/s). Past suggestions that mean rip speeds are O(1 m/s)

may be similar to visual observations of waves corresponding

to the average of the highest one-third waves, whereby only

larger events are noticed and the lower events are ignored.

Rip currents have been observed to pulsate on wave group

temporal scales (Shepard and Inman, 1950; Sonu, 1972; Brander

and Short, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2004a). Infragravity rip

current pulsations increase the instantaneous rip current maxi-

mum flow to over 1 m/s over periods of 25–250 s. In addition,

stochastically varying wave groups can increase the rip velocity

(Callaghan et al., 2004; MacMahan et al., 2004b; Reniers et al.,

2005—this issue).

To provide a framework for discussion, the rip current flow

is partitioned by frequency bands,

Urip ¼ Uig þ UVLF þ Umean þ Utide; ð5Þ

where Uig is the contribution within the infragravity band,

0.004–0.04 Hz (25–250 s), UVLF is the contribution within

0.0005–0.004 Hz ( 4–30 min), Umean is the mean based on the

rip current system and wave conditions, and Utide is the

modulation associated with slow variations in the water level.

3.1. Low frequency pulsations (infragravity)

Rip current pulsations are generally associated with wave

groups at the infragravity band (0.004–0.04Hz) (Shepard et al.,

1941; Shepard and Inman, 1950; Sonu, 1972; Aagaard et al.,

1997; Brander and Short, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2004a). The

original hypothesis was that the mass transport and wave set-up

(hydraulic head) produced by the higher waves within wave

groups ponds significant amounts of water within the surf zone.

During the subsequent minima in the short-wave groups, the

ponded water returns outside the surf zone through the rip

channels, which are hydraulically more efficient (Munk,

1949a,b; Shepard and Inman, 1950). Therefore, the flow is

pumped over the bar with the incoming short-wave groups and

primarily returns through the rip channel.

A second hypothesis is that the rip current pulsations are due

to infragravity cross-shore standing waves (surfbeat by Sonu,
1972). This was confirmed at RIPEX (MacMahan et al., 2004a;

Reniers et al., 2005—this issue), where the infragravity

contribution (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2rms;ig þ v2rms;ig

q
) was computed for 10 days,

when there was minimal alongshore profile change (Fig. 7).

The relatively large alongshore differences in the Urms,ig are

statistically significant with the 95% confidence interval. The

Urms,ig variations are associated with alongshore differences in

bathymetric elevations, owing to the infragravity velocities

inverse dependence on depth given by,

Urms;ig ¼ grms;ig

ffiffiffiffi
g

h

r
; ð6Þ

where grms,ig is infragravity sea surface elevation and h is the

water depth, which are consistent with previous observations of

infragravity motions (Suhayda, 1974; Guza and Thornton,

1985; amongst others). Thus, the magnitude of the Urms,ig is

smaller within the rip channel, where the depth is greater.

Similar results were found during NCEX (Nearshore Canyon

EXperiment) (MacMahan et al., submitted for publication).

3.2. Very low frequency pulsations

Smith and Largier (1995) observed 15-min oscillations/

pulsations of a rip current jet outside of the breaker region. Haller

and Dalrymple (2001), using monochromatic waves within the

laboratory, observed that the rip current jet was unstable owing

to the current shear, and referred to these motions as rip current

instabilities. Brander and Short (2001) re-examined their

original data set and found energetic velocity variance for

frequencies less than 0.004 Hz. MacMahan et al. (2004b) found

energetic motions for frequencies less than 0.004 Hz during

RIPEX, referred to as very low frequency motions (VLFs). The

VLFs within frequency-wave number spectra are outside the

gravity restoring region, indicating these are horizontal vortices.

The VLF energy occurred at alongshore wave number

corresponding to alongshore spacing of rip channels, suggesting

that they were coupled to the underlying morphology. The VLF

intensity increased with increasing wave energy. During RIPEX,

energetic VLFs were observed throughout the experiment.

Callaghan et al. (2004) found that very slow modulations in

wave energy and rip current velocity were qualitatively

correlated over a transverse barred beach displaying increased

rip current velocities with increasing wave energy (Fig. 8). In

contrast, the wave energy modulation for the longer RIPEX



Fig. 7. Urms,ig for 10 days within the alongshore array during RIPEX (from MacMahan et al., 2004a). The 95% confidence interval is represented by the thickness of

the Urms,ig curve. The corresponding bed level along the array at approximately mid-surf zone is shown as a thick curve (bed level labelled on the right-hand side).

Reproduced from MacMahan et al. (2004a) with permission from the American Geophysical Union.
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data set did not have the same high correlation. Also, for an

alongshore uniform beach, model predicted wave height

modulation and cross-shore currents do not have significant

correlation (Reniers et al., 2004), similar to the results by Tang

and Dalrymple (1989).

3.3. Tides

Rip currents have long been observed to vary with the

tidal elevation, and rip tide is a common misnomer of rip

currents. Rip currents are little affected by tidal currents. Rip
Fig. 8. (Top) low-pass filtered (5-min running mean average) Hrms and (bottom) 5-m

within a rip channel at Moreton Island, Australia. Positive values are offshore.
currents are tidally modulated, such that decreases in tidal

elevation increase rip current flows to a relative maximum

(Sonu, 1972; Aagaard et al., 1997; Brander, 1999; Brander

and Short, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2005), and the presence

and danger of rip currents are often linked to lower tidal

elevations (Shepard et al., 1941; McKenzie, 1958; Short and

Hogan, 1994; Luschine, 1991; Lascody, 1998; Engle et al.,

2002). Hourly mean velocity magnitudes were computed for

adjacent rip currents during RIPEX. The rip current velocities

have a strong tidal modulation, with increasing speeds

occurring with decreasing tidal elevation (Fig. 9), consistent
in low-pass filtered and 25–250 s band-passed filtered cross-shore (u) velocity



Fig. 9. (Top) for RIPEX, the tidal modulation of rip currents speeds (90-min averages) was recorded within adjacent rip channels (at depths of 1 m) for several days,

when the wave conditions were relatively constant. (Bottom) concurrent tidal elevation relative to MSL. Reproduced from MacMahan et al. (submitted for

publication) with permission from the Elsevier.
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with previous field observations. At high tides, the rip current

is non-existent (Sonu, 1972; Aagaard et al., 1997; Brander,

1999; Brander and Short, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2005).

During times of spring tides, the threat of rip currents to

beach-goers and the potential influence of the rip currents

transporting sediments increases until the water depth over the

shoal becomes too shallow or dry.

In summary, the rip current flow consists of various

temporal contributions, all of which have their own forcing

mechanism. The combination results in significant flow

speeds that have the potential for transporting sediment and

catching beach-goers off-guard. For RIPEX, the contributions

were

Urip 1� 2 m=sð Þ ¼ Uig 0:65 m=sð Þ þ UVLF 0:50 m=sð Þ

þ Umean 0:35 m=sð Þ

þ Utide 0:30 m=sð Þ; ð7Þ

which at times produced fast rip currents.

4. Rip scaling

4.1. Rip current dynamic scaling

As stated above, the mean velocity of a rip currents varies

for different beaches, wave forcing, and tidal elevation.

The Froude number (Fr) provides a dimensionless measure

of the rip current flow, which is defined as

Fr ¼ Ur=
ffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
; ð8Þ

where Ur is the velocity within the rip channel and
ffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
is

equal to the wave group velocity or phase speed in shallow
water (Dronen et al., 2002; Haller et al., 2002; MacMahan et

al., 2005). Laboratory and field (RIPEX) data indicate that rip

current velocity increases with increasing wave height and

decreasing water depth. Thus, the dimensionless variable H /

h (wave height /water depth) is used to parameterize forcing

intensity. During laboratory experiments the parameterized

water depth is taken as the depth at the top of the bar crest

(Dronen et al., 2002; Haller et al., 2002). MacMahan et al.

(2005) for consistency did the same for field measurements

(Fig. 10). The overall trend suggests that rip velocities increase

with increasing wave height and decreasing water elevations,

which is consistent with previous observations (Shepard and

Inman, 1950; Sonu, 1972; Aagaard et al., 1997; Brander,

1999; Brander and Short, 2001; MacMahan et al., 2005,

amongst others).

The relative depth of the rip channel hrip-channel /hbar is in

general deeper in the laboratory (2.5–5) compared with the

field (1.2–2.7, Table 3). The deeper channels have the effect of

increasing the flow efficiency (Nielsen et al., 2001) and wave–

current interaction (discussed in Rip Current Kinematic

Scaling). It is hypothesized that there is an equilibrium depth

for a rip channel with a sandy bottom based on the local

maximum scour depth. However, there is not enough field data

available to determine this.

The alongshore perturbation in the bathymetry can vary

from a strong signature, as observed during RIPEX with

deeply incised tidal terraces at a alongshore channel slope of

1 :20, to a weak signal, observed during NCEX, with a slight

depression on a near-planar beach with a 1 :300 slope (Fig.

11). Both beaches produced morphologically-controlled rip

currents. The NCEX bathymetry suggests that subtle

bathymetric perturbations can induce significant three-dimen-

sional flows.



Fig. 10. Dimensionless return flow, Ur, as function of Ho /hbar for Dronen et al. (2002), Haller et al. (2002) and MacMahan et al. (submitted for publication).
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4.2. Rip current kinematic scaling

Wave–current interactions affect the wave height within the

rip channel, where an increasing current leads to increasing

wave heights owing to wave steepening, until wave breaking

occurs. We define the following classification of rip currents,

low, intermediate, and high energy systems, which are related

to wave–current interaction and inversely related to the wave

energy within the rip channel. All available data are combined

to em assess the importance of wave–current interaction (Fig.

12). Fr represents the importance of wave–current interaction,

which is useful in describing the hydrodynamics of the rip

current system (Haller and Ozkan-Haller, 2003). Low energy

rip currents have minimal wave–current interaction. An
Fig. 11. Alongshore bathymetric profile for RIPEX (top) and
example of this is NCEX, where the rip morphology is subtle

and the wave energy was relatively low (MacMahan et al.,

submitted for publication). Observations most commonly fall

within the class of intermediate energy rip currents that have

moderate wave–current interaction. Increasing the wave height

(without breaking) within the rip channel creates a negative

feedback on the system, because the radiation stress gradients

develop a counter torque that oppose the pressure gradients (Oh

and Dean, 1996; Haller et al., 2002; Haas et al., 2003). Yu and

Slinn (2003) also suggest a negative feedback for wave

breaking in the rip channel based on numerical models. When

the current becomes fast enough, wave breaking occurs within

the rip channel and the opposing radiation stress is reduced and

a positive feedback mechanism occurs, increasing the rip
NCEX (bottom) relative to MSL in the mid-surf zone.



Fig. 12. Strength of rip current measured by Froude Number, Fr ¼ Urip=
ffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
versus shear of rip current Urip /Wrip-channel. Open symbols are laboratory experiments.

Lines connecting symbols represent the relative minimum and maximum values during the experiment. Bold dashed vertical lines divide the data into low,

intermediate and high energy rip current regimes.
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current flow. Therefore, the larger the wave height in the rip

channel, the larger the opposing force (negative feedback).

Haller and Dalrymple (2001) observed breaking for all of their

cases, but the wave heights were generally larger within the rip

channel and broke closer to shore, except for their Case D,

which had intense wave breaking. High energy rip currents

have significant wave–current interaction inducing significant

wave dissipation. The maximum mean Fr is 0.4 (Fig. 12),

which was observed to have a positive feedback (see Haller et

al., 2002, case D). The opposing radiation stress gradients are

reduced and the rip current velocity increased (Haller et al.,

2002). This case is hypothesized to represent a mega-rip. For

each of these three classes, the forcing and feedback varies.

There is a division between the field and laboratory

measurements around Urip=
ffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
¼ 0:17, with field measure-

ments occurring for smaller Froude numbers. All Froude

numbers are much less than one. We arbitrarily set the low

energy cut-off at 0.1 and the high energy limit at 0.35 (Fig. 12).

The importance of wave–current interaction within the

laboratory has greater significance than documented in field

measurements, thus far. The lines represent the minimum and

maximum values obtained for the particular experiments,

which suggests that wave–current interaction is important

under different wave conditions and tidal elevations. As

discussed above, rip currents pulsate, which will increase the

relative importance of the wave–current interaction and the

feedback mechanism. Haas et al. (2003) discussed the temporal

variability and the feedback mechanism, which may be

responsible for pulsating a rip current.

4.3. Rip current shear

The rip current shear determines the potential for the onset

of rip current instabilities (Haller and Dalrymple, 2001), and is
approximated by the dimensional parameter Urip /Wrip-channel,

where Wrip-channel is the width of the rip channel. Shear in

laboratory experiments is generally one order of magnitude

larger than observed in the field (Fig. 12). Interestingly, shear is

also larger for smaller rip current systems, which form closer to

shore, referred to as mini-rips (Short, 1999). Haller and

Dalrymple (2001) observed that the rip current meandered

within the rip channel. Thus the shear may be larger for the

laboratory measurements, but there are no detailed measure-

ments across a rip channel to evaluate this in the field. It is

hypothesized that the shear would also be important for mega-

rips, yet there are no measurements to confirm this. Episodic

instability plumes are often observed outside the breaker region

(Smith and Largier, 1995). It is unclear when these visual

markers appear and how they are related to the instabilities (see

Vertical structure for more discussion).

4.4. Rip current morphology

Wright and Short (1984) use the non-dimensional fall

velocity parameter, X =H /T /ws, to determine beach states,

and the available data are examined as to how X is related to

Fr (Fig. 13). The intermediate beach states (X =2–5) are

characterized by rip current morphology, which is where most

of the data occur. As X decreases, the energy of the rip current

system increases. This metric provides a qualitative assessment

of the system, but the mean properties of the system are often

not representative of the conditions that are responsible for the

development of rip channels.

Attempts have been made to relate the scales of rip current

morphology to the local wave climate, shoreline orientation,

sediment size, and tidal conditions (Short and Brander, 1999).

Rip locations based on daily visual observations over a 19

month period were reported by Short (1985) and later re-



Fig. 13. Non-dimensional scaling for Urip=
ffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
versus X for mean experimental values.
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examined by Huntley and Short (1992). Additionally, Short

and Brander (1999) attempted to correlate rip current spacing

with average wave properties and sedimentary characteristics.

All these analysis produced surprisingly poor correlation

between rip spacing and wave height, surf zone width and

wave period. Huntley and Short (1992) note the poor

correlations may be due in part to the uncertainties in the

visual observations, particularly estimates of surf zone width.

The rip channel spacing varies considerably (Ranasinghe et

al., 2002; MacMahan, 2003). Holman et al. (in press)

analyzed four years of rip current spacing at Palm Beach,

Australia and measured a coefficient of variation of 0.39,

defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean

spacing. Reniers et al. (2004) predict a coefficient of variation

of 0.36 over the nominal range of mean directional spread of

5- to 22- (see Fig. 4).

5. Rip current flow structure

5.1. Vertical structure

Measurements of the vertical structure of rip currents in the

field are limited. Sonu (1972) obtained some information of the

vertical structure within wading depths, but a full detailed

description of the observation is lacking. Brander and Short

(2001) used three ducted impellor current meters over the

vertical to measure velocity profiles. During RIPEX, the

vertical structure of the flow field was measured on the

transverse bar with a vertical array of eight bidirectional em

current meters (Fig. 14). The flow was mostly either shoreward

or alongshore, and no return flow (undertow) occurred. The

measurements found little variation over the vertical.

Within the rip current outside of the surf zone, stronger

shear between the surface layer and flow beneath is indicated

by available measurements. Haas and Svendsen (2002) found
vertical velocity profiles were essentially uniform below the

wave trough within the surf zone along the axis of a rip

channel. Kennedy and Thomas (2004) used surface drifters in

the same laboratory setting as Haas and Svendsen (2002). Their

measurements suggest significant onshore flow contribution at

the surface due to Stokes drift and the roller, with a strong

seaward flow occurring below the trough. This results in

significant shear over the vertical, in particular near the surface.

Vertical velocity profiles were measured with an aquadopp

deployed in the rip channel shoreward of the breaking region

during RIPEX. The aquadopp has the capability to measure the

mass flux between the trough and crest.

Analysis of the aquadopp measurements indicates that there

is significant shear near the surface with the offshore flowing

rip current retarded near the surface owing to onshore mass

transport of waves (Fig. 15). In the absence of waves, the

velocity profile would uniformly extend to the mean sea level

(MSL), z /h =1. Within the surf zone and in a Eulerian

reference frame, the presence of waves induces an onshore

Stokes drift counter to the rip current near the surface, which

results in a significant vertical shear in the crest– trough region

(Fig. 15) (MacMahan et al., 2005). The normalized Stokes

drift, E
qC2Hrms

0:1, is comparable to the measured deficit at MSL.

The surface flow field is different than the underlying flow

field (within the surf zone), supported by drifter observations in

the laboratory (Kennedy and Thomas, 2004) and field (Schmidt

et al., 2003).

Outside the surf zone, Haas and Svendsen (2002) found the

mean velocities were near zero, although instantaneous

velocities could be substantial. This is associated with the

pulsing and unstable nature of the rip current (Haller and

Dalrymple, 2001). Utilizing an average binning method, which

captures the presence of the offshore rip current jet, they found

that the jet flow is surface dominant seaward of the breaking

region. Therefore, the visual markers such as sediment plumes



Fig. 14. Averaged (solid) vertical distributions of cross-shore (left) and alongshore (right) velocities on the transverse bar round MSL during RIPEX (MacMahan et

al., submitted for publication). Dotted lines represent one standard deviation.
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or bubbles associated with rip currents seen outside of the surf

zone are surface dominated and their average propagation

speed is minimal.

5.2. Cross-shore flow distribution

The description of the cross-shore flow distribution

requires velocity measurements in the cross-shore along with

wave heights to give a location reference relative to the

breaker line. The maximum wave height in the cross-shore is

assumed to be the location of the mean breaker location,
Fig. 15. Vertical distributions of cross-shore (left) and alongshore (right) velocities w

by the bold vertical line, representing the range of values, and indicates that most

(submitted for publication) with permission from the Elsevier.
which defines the width of the surf zone (Thornton and

Guza, 1983). The available laboratory measurements are for

an incised-channel on a barred beach (Haller et al., 2002;

Haller and Ozkan-Haller, 2003) and for an incised-channel on

a planar beach (Hamm, 1992). The only field data available

are for an incised-channel on a near-planar beach during the

field experiment NCEX (MacMahan et al., submitted for

publication) (Fig. 16). The surf zone width was approximate-

ly 100 m and the rip current maximum is at mid-surf zone

(53 m), which coincides with the maximum in the longshore

current.
ithin the rip current. The mean water level is located at z /h =1. Hrms is indicated

of the shear is in the crest – trough region Reproduced from MacMahan et al.



Fig. 16. The cross-shore distribution of Hrms (top) and Umean, Vmean (middle), and h (bottom) for NCEX. The dash lined represents a Gaussian fit (Haller and Ozkan-

Haller, 2003).
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The cross-shore location (X) of Umax,avg and Hmax,avg,rms is

determined. X(Hmax,avg,rms) represents one surf zone width,

therefore Xrip=X(Umax,avg) /X(Hmax,avg,rms) represents the per-

centage of the surf zone width where the rip current maximum

is located. Hamm (1992) presented three cases, small,

intermediate, and large waves. Only the intermediate and large

wave case, had enough spatial information for accurate

determination of Xrip, which equaled 1 and 0.66 for the

intermediate and large wave cases. For Haller and Ozkan-

Haller (2003), Xrip ranged from 0.70–0.87. For NCEX, Xrip

was 0.53. Therefore, the maximum mean rip current velocity

occurs within the surfzone.

Theoretically, it would be expected that the maximum rip

current velocity in the cross-shore would occur where the

forcing is maximum, as found by Haller et al. (2002) in the

laboratory. For the NCEX data, the maximum of the rip

velocity and longshore current velocity coincide. Longshore

current theory predicts the maximum occurs where the

radiation stress gradient is maximum. Therefore, it is assumed

the maximum for the rip current coincides with the maximum

in the gradients in radiation stress. Haller et al. (2002) suggest

that the non-linear terms may be important in shifting the

maximum current shoreward, which appears to be consistent

with the available observations. Alongshore pressure gradients

induced by alongshore bathymetric variations can also move

the longshore current maximum shoreward (Putrevu et al.,

1995, Reniers, 1999). In addition, Reniers and Battjes (1997)

and Ruessink et al. (2001) found that the inclusion of the roller

in the wave forcing induces a spatial lag that shifts the

maximum of the alongshore current shoreward. The impor-

tance of the roller’s contribution within rip current systems has

not been fully explored.

Haller et al. (2002) found that a counter-current existed

close to shore within the vicinity of the rip channel (Fig. 6).

The counter-current was associated with an adverse pressure
gradient owing to the fact that the waves break closer to shore.

There is evidence to suggest that this may occur within the

field. The shoreward-most current meter during NCEX

measured Vmean in the opposing direction of the cellular

circulation, which may be related to a counter circulation.

6. Summary and conclusions

Earlier qualitative observations have been quantified and

theoretically evaluated with more extensive field and labora-

tory measurements. Rip currents are observed to pulsate at

various temporal scales, which have different forcing. The

pulsations are composed of infragravity motions, modulations

of wave group energy, shear instabilities, and tides. The

summation of these flow contributions can lead to strong

offshore rip currents that last for several minutes. The time

averaged pulsations are minimal outside the surf zone (within

the laboratory), yet when the pulsations occur, they are surface

dominated. Data from the laboratory and the field suggest that

the rip current strength increases with increasing wave energy

and decreasing water depths. Rip currents can occur under

various bathymetric perturbations, even for beaches with subtle

alongshore variations.

The maximum mean current occurs inside the surf zone,

where the maximum forcing is present owing to the dissipation

of waves. Wave–current interaction may define the energy of a

rip current system and feedback mechanisms. Most laboratory

data are for high shear (strong rip with relatively narrow

channel) compared with field data. The high shear cases may

be representative of mega-rips, which are difficult to measure

in the field. High shear leads to instability of the rip jet, which

is found in laboratory measurements. The importance of shear

under rip current pulsations requires further investigations. The

onshore flows over the bar feeding the rip current system is

found uniform over the vertical. The offshore flowing rip
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current, on the other hand, has high shear at the surface owing

to the onshore mass transport velocity of the waves retarding

the offshore flow.

Most field observations have been for rip currents coupled

to the underlying beach morphology. There have been a few

observations of non-stationary rip currents, which are often

referred to as transient rip currents (Tang and Dalrymple, 1989;

Fowler and Dalrymple, 1990; Johnson and Pattiaratchi, 2004),

but detailed documentation is still required. Measurements

describing the forcing associated with transient rip currents are

desired in particular, since these motions may provide the

initial perturbation for the development of rip current channels

(Reniers et al., 2004).

Attempts to relate rip spacing to measured wave height,

period and sediment characteristics have not been successful

(Ranasinghe et al., 2002). Models suggest that the rip spacing

may not be sensitive to wave height or mean period of the

incident waves, but is dependent on the alongshore length scale

of the wave group energy and the direction of the incident

waves.

Areas with lack of field measurements include 1) the wave–

current interaction along the axis of the rip current under higher

wave conditions, 2) the vertical structure of the rip current flow

within the breaking and offshore region, 3) offshore pulsation

extent and vortex shedding, and 4) mega rips.
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